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During the 1990's in Western culture a range of animal issues have 
become important. Some old ones have taken on a new urgency and 
some new questions have emerged. The key philosophical question in 
relation to non-human animals has been how are they distinct from 
humans. The criteria of sentience, reason, tool-making, language, free 
will and  culture have all had their philosophical supporters. Yet the 
recent studies of  free ranging apes and monkeys challenge all these 
criteria.  The research on captive bonobos2 dolphins3 and parrots4 has 
also raised questions about the uniqueness of language as a human trait. 
This has led some to argue that there is a need to re-define species 
boundaries or at least to re-think what it is that makes us human as 
distinct from animal. While others take the view that even embarking on 
the latter project is pointless and borne from human arrogance. Whatever 
one's position, the certainties in this area are gone. 
 
The ethical questions stride into view with the  growing awareness of the 
horrors of the expanding factory farm and as more young people turn to 
vegetarianism there is a need to clarify the moral basis beyond just an 
intuitive revulsion. The presentation of cannibalism as a theme in some 
recent films,5 and as a reality in some on-going wars also deserves 
comment.  
 
Animal experimentation has been a source of concern for some time. The 
setting up of ethics committees in the last two decades may to some 
extent have dulled dissent. Yet this way of handling the ethical issues of 
experimentation does have its critics.6 Also there has been very little 
discussion of new techniques such as xenotransplantation and cloning. 
Xenotransplantation is the transplantation of organs or tissues between 
species, a procedure which is already in use and it is likely to expand 
given the promise of greater success with advances in breeding programs 
including the genetic engineering of animals, and immunology. The 
successful cloning of sheep and monkeys is said to point to an early date 
for the successful cloning of humans. There are some crying out for the 
discussion of ethical issues concerning human cloning but surely we 
need to consider these in relation to non-human animals too.  
 
Vertebrate animals are usually the sole focus of ethicical discussions of 
concerning animals in experimentation. Yet some Australian researchers, 
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working on coral in the Great Barrier Reef have suggested that 
invertebrate animals should also be considered.7  
 
All of these ethical issues (and others such as zoos, pets and circuses) 
raise not only specific questions about the food industry, about eating, 
experimenting, teaching and recreation, but also the general question: 
what is the basis, if any, for the moral consideration of animals and how 
far does it extend? A range of new books have been published is this 
area and it will no doubt become a central philosophical concern in the 
future.  
 
Another philosophical/ethical issue which has risen into prominence in 
the 1990's is the link between speciesism and sexism, a theme taken up 
by some of the writers in this issue, clearly negating the earlier feminist 
fear that expressing concern for animals might work to strengthen a 
woman/animal link and further denigrate women.  Another issue is the 
connection or conflict between animal advocates and environmentalists 
or ecologists, an area which needs a great deal more work.  
 
Submissions are invited on all of these areas, in fact any area of 
philosophical or ethical concern related to animals. 
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